Receive Gift

Is the donor receiving anything of value in return?*

yes

Are benefits primarily membership privileges, admissions, discounts, etc. and not tangible items?

yes

Is the payment $75.00 or less?

yes

Is the total received more than $52.50?

yes

Record gift with no donor benefit

no

no

no

Do the benefits cost less than $10.50 and contain an AU or related logo?

yes

Is the total received more than $52.50?

yes

Record gift with donor benefit equal to value of item(s)

no

no

no

Is the value of the benefit less than 2% of the payment and also less than $105.00?

yes

Record gift with no donor benefit

* "Donor benefits" exclude de minimus items costing less than $10.50 and sent as part of a solicitation rather than upon receiving a donation.